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                Life Experience

                
                
                
                    
                        1976, kenya

						Our lives with the Maasai

						In 1975, I moved with my husband, Shep Abbott, to the Maasai Mara Game Reserve in Kenya. Shep had been contracted to make two animal documentaries for American television, and I had secured permission from the Columbia University to do two accredited field courses towards my anthropology degree. In between filming wildlife, Shep also filmed our lives with the Maasai.  When he returned to the US after a year, I stayed on for an additional six months, living ever more closely with my Maasai friends.

This film is a window on to another time in the life of the Mara and the Maasai whose home it was.
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                Urban Zen Promotes Shopping With A Purpose

                
Since 2007, when fashion designer and philanthropist Donna Karan founded the Urban Zen Foundation, an inspiringly beautiful holiday market appears...

            

        

    
    
    
        
        
            
                27 Nov
            

            
                Meditations #93

                
Islands are passionate things.
They are the drips in a Pollack painting, the teardrop in an earring,
the question mark and exclamation at the...

            

        

    
    
    
        
        
            
                29 Oct
            

            
                Art & Design Flourishing in Cape Town

                
Cape Town is one of the world’s great cities.  The setting alone is worthy of top billing.  And then you have a vibrant culinary scene,...
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                Meditations #92

                
My perfect hotel is a dream of another kind of beauty, of a different soundscape, a sublime civility.
For a brief time I can inhabit a world...
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                     Read the book of meditations
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